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About This Game

The main character had an unusual dream, he is trying to consult his neighbor about this. It turned out that he was the heir of a
hero named Kama Bullet and he had a longtime enemy, Maga Lezgin. The magician enslaved the world and killed Kama Pulu,

Kama Jr. goes to sort out all these riddles and signs that his father left behind.

Plot: In Kama Bullet Heritage you play for Kama's son, he had a dream and something went wrong. To go further in the story
you will have to think about this or that task. Learn from the characters what to do and where to go and they will prompt you the

way you want.
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- Puzzles
- Atmospheric music

- Quest system
- Shooter

- Humor is combined with horror
- Various levels

- Various opponents and different weapons
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Title: Kama Bullet Heritage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narko Games
Publisher:
Narko Games
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,Russian
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Overall a good game, feels somewhat harder, than AoF2, due to absence of optional fights
Can't normally play it though, game simply never loads third battle in "Rise of The Necromancer" company and 13 battle in
"The tale of Sir Edward" company.
Also, game is quite overpriced for it's poor stability (at least on windows)
Better take it with a good discount so you won't be much dissapointed when game will refuse to start\/load. Oh my, this game is
deffinitely an odd one. The levels are themed and remind one of retro style level design where eventually you have to ask the
question "Why am I here fighting a chalkboard eraser?" The gameplay is simple but the challenge curve can be brutal. I was
used to level systems that allow you to overpower yourself, but playing this game on easy lets you know just how soft you've
become with the big tittle games. I enjoy the game, but haven't beaten it yet. Overall it's a great way to spend a few hours
working up a furry before you relax kinda like dark souls and R-Type combined.. When you get to level 4000+ idle strategy
becomes so slow. So I switched to an Active strategy and bought 3 in game AC's with the rubies I had saved up and bought the
zombie one and now this one. These AC's have made the game more enjoyable for me because its allowed me to push through
that level 4000 barrier whereas with my idle strategy I was at a wall around 3300.. This game is really bad ...
First time I played an RPG through Steam, and I end up being in Jail for 5 years !
Good thing, that 5 years in Exorcist , is only 3 seconds in real-life...
otherwise.. phew .. :)

It was created by using "RPGMAKER" ( not that is a bad choice , but still )
First of all , the dialogs are lacking proper grammar and there are many many typos...
Apparently the developer is not a native English-Speaker , but you can use a Google Translator or hire someone for that.

Also the storyline , while it seems that you might have a ""choice" , ... well you don't ... and while it seems there's a storyline
somewhere there... there isn't.
Just click click with the mouse and you have already performed exorcist and banish demons

The "Fast-travelling" and the bad explanation kinda ruined it for me .
There is no "Tutorial" or "Introduction" to this game .. 10\/10 IGN RAtes WtF EZ Goings oNZ. For such a low price this
expansion is a must-have. Greatly improves the competitiveness of the game as you can try to hinder your opponents or double
your own points with the new tiles in this pack. Very fun.. I find this game lacking in comparison to other 4x space games. But
for $22 it's alright. It's not a must have IMO, but if you must add to your 4X space game collection, then I recommend getting
this on sale.. I regret nothing.. I don't own this game, but steam allowed me to review it, isn't that weird?. features some unique
songs, challenging arppegios and chord playing. if you can tolerate the cliche lyrics and the singers hilariously bad yarling, then i
recomend this pack for the challenge alone.
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Would definitely recommend. Good text-based simulation. Regular upgrades - game is progressing nicely and is getting to be
one of the better computer baseball games out there. Has a HUGE play-by-play file which is totally editable if you want to
change any of it. Also, there are tons of seasons available at the ridiculously low price of "FREE"! Or, if you want, you can
create your own season. One thing that does need to be added is more statistical detail - e.g. games played in the field by
position, pinch hit appearances. I expect that will all be there at some point. Game itself is also very reasonably priced.. Do you
remember games like Knytt, Deep Within A Forest and the like fondly?
If so, get this.

I actually came back to this page to scout how much it costs as a christmas gift to a friend of mine, and found out they changed
it to be a free game. Seriously, try it!. This game should come with a mic.
I don't have one so the game won't work!
Also, need more metal songs in it.

0/10
. It's a fun Texas hold'em type poker game. With side flavor of town management, which is kinda neat.

Hardcore poker players should find something better. This game is more geared to novice players and people just looking for a
time killer.

Good as a before bed type wind-down casual game.. Great graphics, smooth animation, fun puzzley gameplay. It gets repetitive
though. I think if you really enjoy this kind of game you'll probably love it, but for me the "sneak past
guards/dogs/cameras/etc." type of game is just "OK", so the repetitiveness kills it for me.

3/5. Possibly the most poorly-aged of the 7 Wonders series. It's before the games began breaking things up and adding extra
challenge in the form of resource management\/bonuses for "better time" or the city-building aspects, or variable difficulty, or
the assistance of recharging powerups, but with the bonus irritation of "hey, you know how you usually need to drop the key
stone off the board? Now make it navigate a maze on some of the strangest-shaped boards in the series."

The problem with that is that while you might think it's an interesting variant on match-3 gameplay (the board rotates to assist in
this), the time limit is INSANELY generous. I don't know if I ever went down further than a third of the meter, and that was
while I was passing out and zonking out for a few seconds at a time every so many moves. It's ludicrously liberal on time. So the
game is in no way challenging, just sort of annoying. I can see reasons to play earlier 7W games, and the later ones redefine
things in their own way, but god, this one's a relic.
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